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Heritage

From the Editor

On this opening page, back in the very first issue – 31 issues ago – I wrote, “Along
the way, I’ve met some wonderful people around the world – people who have always
been ready to share, and to be as accepting as “family” because, in fact, we are all
family if we carry even a hint of Celtic heritage in our blood, or simply in our minds.”
I didn’t know, then, how much more true this statement would become, 31 issues later.
Not only have I met more people from around the world, but they have joined in, wholeheartedly, to make the Guide better than I ever imagined. We’ve had contributors, now, from the
U.S., Canada, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, England, Portugal, Poland, Germany and New Zealand. Our
newest New Zealand writer, Toni-Maree Rowe, was born in Australia and worked in archeology in
Cornwall, which instilled in her a great interest in Cornish history - a three-way win for us.
Choosing “Heritage” for our theme, this month, was independent of what I wrote two and a half
years ago, and yet it brings home that this is what the Celtic Guide ultimately is all about. Going
back to some possibly remote point in history, most of us had ancestors who shared the same
diaspora. Truth is, a lot of us probably share a fairly similar DNA, at least where it can be measured
for the “Celtic” markers. We also share an innate love for Celtic music, art and storytelling.
There is no doubt, whatsoever, that our “race” puts family and cultural history on a very high
pedestal, and despite attempts between warring factions to destroy the evidence, so much of it
still exists. Modern science jumps in and helps clarify it even further. DNA, Ogham research,
genealogical databases, and archeological expeditions are all examples of how we continue to learn
about the past . . . and, just as important, FROM the past.
The world is changing. There is no doubt about it. Cultures are mixing, the climate is changing
dramatically, and religious and social institutions are adjusting to modern scientific research and
the revival of ancient beliefs and practices. In truth, the world of the Celt has always been in a state
of upheaval and growth. That is no reason to leave the past behind, and we don’t intend to, anytime
soon. Stick around.
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by Pollyanna Jones
England

Bloodlines

My grandad, in this very old photograph, is shown on a pony, along with
my aunt and uncle, and their friends, all just outside the family cottage.

Heritage is history that runs before you. It is
a wealth, to be treasured and honoured. Whilst
many of you enjoy living in the countries that
your Celtic and Gaelic ancestors toiled in, many
others live in brave new lands and celebrate your
ancestry by connecting with the history of your
families. I will be taking a break from my usual
folklore-themed articles this month, and instead
will write about a personal journey.
I live in England, and am married to a half
Irish, quarter Welsh, quarter Birmingham man.
This is where the Jones comes from. I myself
am one quarter Irish, one eighth Welsh, and the
rest is a cobble of all the peoples that conquered
Britain over the centuries. My grandfather,
Cornelius Ignatius Aloysius Herlihy (try
saying that when you’re drunk!) was born and
raised in the southwest of Ireland. His father
Patrick (known as Mac) and his mother Ellen
(known as Nellcon) lived in a small cottage

in Meenscovane, a sparsely-populated area of
a district known as Knocknagoshel, located in
north Kerry between the towns of Abbeyfeale
and Castleisland. Mac worked as a water bailiff,
paid to patrol the local rivers and pools to ensure
that no poaching or fishing took place without a
permit. He also worked on road construction,
taking jobs when the work was there.
Life was very basic. Turf from the local peat
bogs would be cut and dried to provide fuel, and
water was drawn from a well or else rainwater
was collected in barrels. There were no such
comforts as a toilet or bathroom. Life in the
cottage centered around a main living room, set
out around the fireplace over which a cooking
range would stand. A pot would hang above the
range, which would be topped up with water,
meat, and vegetables, so that it should never run
low. Bread was cooked on the lid of this pot,
and a salted ham would hang from a hook in the
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room to be sliced when a piece was wanted. The
other room would be the sleeping quarters, and
in some abodes, this room would accommodate
the entire family. My grandmother recalls seeing
the drawers of dressing tables being pulled out
at night, and used for cots for the infants of the
house.
I remember as a child visiting relatives out
there, and taking water from a well which was
a square cut into the ground in the corner of a
field near a hedge. If you wanted a hot bath,
water would need to be heated on a stove, and
laundry would be done with a bar of soap and
a bucket, scrubbing clothes over a washboard
before wringing them out and throwing them on
the washing line or even a hedge to dry. There
were no phone lines, although the dwellings had
electricity once this remote area was connected
to the grid. There was no such thing as a local
shop; a trip into town every few weeks was a
major event, and would have to see you through
until the next visit. Few people had a motor car.

My grandfather left Ireland around 1947 at
the age of 19. Like many Irish folk around this
time, he sought a better life. Wages and work
prospects were better in England than in Ireland
at the time, but it was not an easy step to take.
Most Kerrymen had never been abroad before,
and a fair few had never even left the borders
of their own county. Even today in the more
isolated parts, you will find people who have
kept local their whole lives!
There were also prejudices to be faced. Some
English were hostile towards the Irish, and
vice versa following the Independence. Being
used to a slower, more rural life, jokes would
be made about the intelligence of the Irish
immigrants. Some Irish would turn to drink to
soften the emotional strains of leaving home
behind, whilst others would return.
However, friendships and communities
were forged that would provide support for the
immigrants through their whole lives, and their
legacies continue to this day.

My grandfather with his father, Mac
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Collecting the hay

Cornelius was a stubborn and intelligent
man, and his stout heart gave him the strength
to endure and settle in a new land. He met my
nan and they were married in 1952 when he was
24. They got stuck into setting up a family, and
had four children, including my mother. My
grandfather worked as hard as his own father
did, working two full-time jobs at the same time
until finances got a little more secure.
As I grew up, I remember my granddad’s
stories of his childhood in Ireland, and his
songs. His tall tales always raised a smile, and
we were always enchanted by his account of
how a circus once visited the local town when he
was a child. He and his friends snuck away from
home and made it to the circus. With no money
to buy a ticket, they were only able to stick their
heads under the tent. They saw a great creature,
never seen before… an elephant! Terrified, and
convinced it was a monster, the three boys ran
all the way home.

I was lucky enough to visit Kerry many times
throughout my life, but it was only now, as he
dwells in the twilight of his life, that I realised
the significance of the tales he shared with us.
Besides a great aunt in London, and some distant
cousins in Ireland, he is the last direct ancestor
linking me to Ireland. When he passes, this tie
will be severed and I realise now, more than
ever, the importance of preserving the heritage I
have inherited for the sake of my own child.
This year, I took my husband and small
daughter to Kerry. Whilst we enjoyed our
holiday with the usual activities such as hikes
in the mountains and trips to the seaside, one
day was set aside to explore the places that my
grandfather grew up in. Thankfully, we had my
own father and mother travel up with us; they
were able to direct us to these sites and describe
their significance.
The first part of the journey was the most
important; to pay our respects at the graveyard.
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Seeing the gravestones of my grandfather’s
brother and wife moved me deeply. They lived
in the house that Mac and Nellcon raised all
their children in, until they died.

Me as a child, with my mother and father, Birdy
and Pats, at the cottage where the family grew up.

Their cottage was a simple affair, painted
white with yellow windows, with a shed on the
side to store the turf, and a barrel against the
drainpipe to catch the rainwater. I remember
how their home smelled of peat smoke, cooked
bacon, and dampness. The décor inside was a
blend of slightly psychedelic 1970s wallpaper
and religious iconography; the meek face of
Jesus watched down from a painting opposite
the hearth. The stone floor had been covered with
green linoleum which had been worn away to
nothing near the oven and fireplace. They were
modern enough to have a cooker and fridge, but
there was no phone line or toilet. Grandfather’s
brother Patrick (known as Pats) was fairly tall
and of slight build. The lines on his face and
leathery hands spoke of a life of hard work.
He was an old man when I knew him, and had
lost all of his teeth. His set of dentures was a
poor fit, and we all used to wonder if he had
obtained them second-hand. They made it even
more difficult to understand the fellow when he
spoke, as his accent was so strong. His wife,
Bridget (known as Birdy) was shorter, and had
the kindly face of an old grandmother. To keep
out the cold, she would wear many layers of
clothing, and it seemed as if she wore her entire

wardrobe at once. She was house proud and
humble; a quiet lady who spoke with smiles. She
refused to replace her old frying pan with a new
one, as food tasted better from the old blackened
pan! There was always a cup of tea offered, a
most important welcoming ritual to the Irish. If
we were lucky, there were even fondant fancies
or Kimberley biscuits. Remembering Pats and
Birdy with love, we laid a bunch of carnations
on their grave.
We then travelled to an older burial ground
to visit the graves of Mac and Nellcon. With no
living relatives nearby, the grave had become
overgrown with tall grasses and wildflowers. A
briar rose had taken root and was thriving on
the spot. Again, we laid flowers, and spent a
moment explaining to our little one who these
people were that slept beneath the ground.
I wanted to see the place where my grandfather
was born. We travelled to Meenscovane,
following the single track road over a stream in
which my grandfather would fish, and past the
fields which bore the ghosts of other memories
for my mother who would visit there as a child.
Tall hedges of fuchsias lined the lane, with
montbretias and ferns fighting for space along
the mossy verges. Now and again we would
see a ruined cottage and were advised to keep
our eyes peeled, as one was the house in which
Cornelius was born.
After a short while, we came to a white cottage.
I didn’t recognise it at first. There was a gravel
driveway and a satellite dish on the side of the
roof. After a moment, I realised that this was the
place where my grandfather grew up, and later the
house that Pats and Birdy lived in with their son,
Pa Joe. The sight of it under new ownership was a
shock, as it had changed a lot since I remembered
it. Gone were the turf shed and the lawn around
the cottage. The place of my memories was no
more. Yet this was no bad thing. My grandfather
feared that the cottage would fall into ruin after
Pats and Birdy passed away, and it was comforting
to see that not only did it still stand, but had been
modernised and made fit for comfortable living.
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We continued onwards, to the crossroads
where the old cottage once stood. By the time
I was born, this was already a ruin. By the time
we visited this year, all that was visible was a
low mound underneath the grass. I wondered
how many homes that belonged to Irish families
ended up in the same condition.
Whilst time wears what is left behind to
dust and ruin, the descendants of those men
and women who ventured to lands far away
have forged their own destinies. The past is
remembered with nostalgia, and a mixture of
fondness and sorrow. The older generations
remember dancing the nights away to merry
tunes of the fiddle, the days when carts were
pulled down the lanes by donkey, and when
the hay was turned in the meadows into stacks.
These stand side-by-side with the memories of
the days when there was not enough food on the

table, the children had to go barefoot, and there
was no money to fix the roof and stop the rain
coming in.
What did occur to me was this. That no
matter where you are in the world, the blood
sings in your veins. Ireland will always be there,
even if these places crumble away to nothing.
As is so prominent in the culture, it is the stories
that keep them alive forever. Heritage. It is
something that gives us pride in those that came
before us. And of whom we are.

Me, as a
child, at
the well

My aunt and uncle, as children, at the well
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by Toni-Maree Rowe
New Zealand

Several
young
women
enjoy the Scotland
maypole dance at the Kernewek Lowender, the largest Cornish Festival
Burleigh
Well,
Perthshire,
in the world, held surprisingly in South Australia. The event began as an idea in the early 1970s by local
businessmen in the economically-depressed Copper Coast, on the Yorke Peninsula, in South Australia. The
copper mines once employed hundreds of Cornish immigrants and were the lifeblood of the region. After
the mines closed in 1923, agriculture became the main industry. The name “Kernewek Lowender” means
“Cornish happiness” in the Cornish language. Photo credit: Copper Coast Cornish Festival.

On the far western tip of southern Britain is
the county of Cornwall. Recently Cornwall and
its unique culture were officially recognised as
a Celtic nation along with Wales and Scotland.
For many of the Cornish, this has been a long
time coming. Anyone who visits the county
today will understand how different Cornwall
is from other English counties. With its own
language, flag, and unique festivals, the people
of Cornwall stand out as having great pride in
their heritage, a pride which they took with
them around the world.
Cornwall today is a place of beauty, big skies
and quiet landscapes filled with the remnants of
the past. This has not always been the case.

Those quiet landscapes with their romantic
ruins of an industrial mining age were once
noisy, dirty, busy places. But, as with all things,
the bubble popped during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. The principal industries
were mining, fishing and farming. Mining
and the economy in general suffered a major
downturn at this time. So, what happened to the
people who relied on the mines and the money
they generated?
For large numbers, emigration was the
answer. Records show that between the years
1861 and 1901, some 250,000 Cornish migrated;
the majority of these were miners, although
some were agricultural workers or fishermen.
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Some left with their families, others left families
behind. They left Cornwall on ships bound for
places such as New Zealand, Australia, South
Africa, the USA, Canada, Mexico and even
Brazil, taking with them their knowledge, their
culture and their way of life. Abroad, the Cornish
were referred to as “Cousin Jack” or “Jenny”.
No one is quite sure where this term comes
from. It was either because the Cornish abroad
would greet each other as “cousin” or they would
often ask if there was work for their cousin Jack
back home. As with all such things, it is most
likely to be a combination of both.
Today historians refer to the phenomenon of
Cornish migration as the “Cornish Diaspora.”
In the countries the Cornish found themselves,
the heritage of these early settlers has not been
forgotten and in some cases it has been embraced
whole heartedly.

The historic Cornish pumphouse at the
Martha Mine, located in Waihi, New Zealand.
Cornish pasty made in New Zealand by
the Cornish Pasty Company.

New Zealand
During the 1870s and 1880s, New Zealand
actively encouraged immigration from the
United Kingdom. From Cornwall came not
only miners but farmers and dairymaids, all of
whom made a significant contribution to New
Zealand’s economy and culture. Remains of
the Cornish mining expertise can be seen in
the ruins of the country’s only two remaining
Cornish pumphouses. One can be found on

Kawau Island and is part of the remains of a
copper mining complex on the island. The
second is the pumphouse at the Martha Mine
in Waihi. This building was regarded of such an
historical significance that when threatened by
undermining, it was physically moved to a safer
position.
Cornish farmers brought with them the skills
needed for reclamation of wastelands whilst
the dairymaids made valuable contributions in
what was to become one of New Zealand’s most
important industries. In the sporting arena, the
Cornish introduced rugby union to New Zealand
– now its a national sport.
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Chapels, miner’s cottages and the ubiquitous
pasty (Moonta is particularly well known for its
pasties) firmly cemented Cornish culture into
the psyche of the area.
When the mines closed in 1923, the area
suffered economically for a long time. However,
in the 1970s, the idea for a Cornish festival arose
in a bid to raise the fortunes of Moonta. Its aims
were “...to revive the traditions of the Cornish
heritage of the Northern Yorke Peninsula...”

This statue commemorating the Cornish
miner can also be found at Waihi, NZ.

Australia
Perhaps the place that stands out the most in
Australia for its celebration of Cornish heritage
is the Yorke Peninsula in South Australia, in
particular the towns of Moonta, Kadina and
Wallaroo. Moonta was originally a major
copper mining town with a population second
only to Adelaide (by 1875 it had a population of
12,000). The Moonta Mining Company became
one of the richest copper mines in Australia.
With the flood of Cornish miners to the area,
it fast became known as “Australia’s Little
Cornwall.” Cornish pumphouses, Wesleyan

The first festival was a roaring success – called
Kernewek Lowender (Cornish Happiness), and
it continues to be so with over 30,000 people
attending the many events of the 2013 festival.
These include street processions, art and craft
displays, church services, and plenty of free
events.
The most popular events are those of cultural
and historical significance. The next festival
will be held in 2015.
It is estimated that today some twenty percent
of South Australia’s population has Cornish
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heritage. A number of prominent Australians
can trace their family histories back to Cornwall,
including Bob Hawke, a previous Prime Minister.
James Ruse, known as Australia’s first farmer and
who gave his name to the town of Ruse in New
South Wales, was a “transportee” from Cornwall.
As with New Zealand, the Cornish brought rugby
union to the nation.

a Cornish accent. However, it was the mineral
wealth that attracted the majority of migrants in
the nineteenth century; California, Wisconsin,
Pennsylvania and Michigan all received their
fair share of Cornish migrants at this time.
The largest group of migrants were recorded
at Mineral Point in Wisconsin; today the town
is twinned with the mining town of Redruth in
Cornwall. Another town to see its fair share of
South Africa
Cornishmen was Grass Valley, California, as
Once more it was miners who went to part of the gold rush era. Today the town is well
South Africa lured by the gold rush on the known for its tradition of singing Cornish carols.
Witwatersrand. Their expertise in hard rock Some of the choir members are descendants of
mining (in Cornwall the rock substrata is the original Cornish gold miners.
granite) stood them in good
stead and by the end of the
nineteenth century at least
one million pounds a year was
being sent back to families
in Cornwall, causing friction
with the Kruger government
of the time. As with New Zealand and Australia,
The town even celebrates St Piran’s Day
South Africa was quick to adopt rugby union. (Cornwall’s patron saint’s day) every year with
Today these three nations are immensely proud carol singing, a flag raising ceremony and a
of their skills in the sport and an intense rivalry wrestling competition.
exists between these countries.
Cornish Americans also feature in literary
works such as To Kill a Mockingbird and the
Canada
novella Legends of the Fall, by Jim Harrison.
During the nineteenth century, large numbers
of Cornish immigrants settled in Ontario County
Mexico
and Oshawa, but in this case these were mostly
Evidence for Cornish migrant miners could
agricultural workers. In addition, major Cornish also be found in the silver mining towns of
settlements can be found in the Prairie Provinces Mineral del Monte and Pachuca in the state
and on Vancouver Island. In the Canadian of Hidalgo. Although the numbers were not as
census, Cornish ethnicity is recognised and in great as those that went to South Australia or
2006, some 1,550 people listed themselves as the USA, Latin America was one of the first to
being of Cornish origin.
attract Cornish miners beyond Cornish borders.
The early days, however, were not plain sailing.
United States
Of the 44 who arrived on the first transport, 26
Perhaps the earliest settlement of Cornish died of fever almost as soon as they arrived.
migrants can be found at the fishing village of They are buried on the beach at Vera Cruz.
Tangier Island in Virginia dating back to 1686.
To commemorate these early miners and the
Some of the current inhabitants still speak with hardships they underwent, the Cornish Mexican

“A mine is a hole anywhere
in the world with at least one
Cornishman at the bottom of it.”
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Cultural Society walked symbolic parts of the
route from the coast inland to the mines, laying
memorial stones at the beach at Moncamba and
the English Cemetery at Real del Monte.
The majority of the miners came from the
towns of Camborne and Redruth in Cornwall
during the 1800s, and in 1820 the Wesleyan
Chapel in Redruth was built using money sent
back from Mexico. Cornish influence can be
further seen in a local speciality called the paste,
a distinctly Mexican version of the pasty. The
Mexican Embassy in London actively promotes
this area as “Mexico’s Little Cornwall”.

from their own. The mining, farming and fishing
skills they took with them enabled economic
growth in their new homes and cemented their
place within the local heritage. In the countries
mentioned above, we see ample evidence for
the importance of heritage to the people today.
Cornish heritage is alive and well far beyond
the borders of Cornwall.

For those interested in the Cornish
festival in South Australia, please go to their
website (www.kernewek.org) or visit their
Facebook page (www.facebook.com/pages/
Kernewek-Lowender-Copper-Coast-CornishIn Closing
festival/441880875898011)
In the dictionary “heritage” is defined as
A useful website for those with an interest in
“inherited cultural influences and traditions.”
the Cornish in Latin America is https://projects.
Wesleyan chapels, choral singing, rugby exeter.ac.uk/cornishlatin/index.php
union, wrestling, pasties and, of course, their
Other useful websites www.poldark-mine.
own sense of independence and individualism co.uk or www.trevithick-society.org.uk – both
have all played a role in keeping Cornish give an interesting insight into Cornwall’s
heritage alive, often in countries very different industrial past.

Toni-Maree Rowe
author of

A Viking Moon
– a free ebook
available in print from
www.feedaread.co.uk
or Amazon.com,
announces the upcoming
second installment of
The Sarah Tremayne Adventures

A Megalithic Moon
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by Liam O Shea
Ireland

Here is Obie at Cahir Castle, Cahir, Co Tipperary, one of
the largest castles in Ireland. It is built on an island in
the river Suir.
Cahir Castle was constructed in the 13th century on
the site of an earlier native fortification called a “cathair”
(stone fort).
Granted to the powerful Butler family in the late 14th
century, the castle was enlarged and remodelled between
the 15th and 17th centuries. It fell into ruin in the late
18th century and was partially restored in the 1840s. The
Great Hall was partly rebuilt in 1840.
This castle has featured in many movies, including the
movie Excalibur .
It is certainly worth a visit if you are in the area, as
the famous and better-known Rock of Cashel and Hore
Abbey are just a 15-minute drive further up the road.
– 13 –
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by Jim McQuiston
USA

Tommie
A Celtic Guide Interview

You won’t find
paintings by Tommie
K. Heege hanging in
famous art galleries
around the world.
What they are, instead,
is a manifestation of
his extensive Celtic
heritage – along with
his writings on the history of the Celts.
In this interview, we speak with someone
who, no doubt, epitomizes the modern-day
Celt who can just not separate their Celtic
inheritance from their everyday life. There are
many, like Tommie, who put aside the trappings
of modern-day living, from time-to-time, to
delve into Celtic art, music, history, fairs and
festivals – whatever brings back that feeling of
being Celtic.

CG: What appeals to you about being
Celtic?
TOMMIE: Storytelling has always been a big
part of the Irish culture. In ancient times it was
passed on through druids and later by the bards.
It continued on with Celtic families telling
stories of the past. Great stories, handed down
through centuries, have always been the ”Celtic
way ”.

CG: Do you have a particular story you’d
like to share with us?
TOMMIE: When I was a young lad, about
nine years old, my mom told me a sad story
about her younger sister, Anna O’Hara, who
had died at age seven from pneumonia, just two
CG: Tommie, welcome to the pages of the weeks short of having her First Communion.
“Heritage” issue of Celtic Guide. Can you
My mom said she was buried in her
give us a little bit of information on your communion dress and her parents didn’t even
Celtic background?
have enough money to buy her a tombstone.
TOMMIE: I am 57 and live in Scranton, PA,
I told my mom that someday I would buy the
though I am originally from New York City.
tombstone for my Aunt Anna. My mom gave me
My Celtic art is an inspiration and tribute a hug and said, ” That’s beautiful, Tommie.”
to my Celtic roots. I descend from O’Hara
Twenty five years later, I fulfilled my promise
of Longford, Ireland, Thornton of Wexford, to my late mother and had a tombstone made.
Ireland, and Griffin of Dublin, Ireland.
I helped design two angels on the tombstone
My genealogical roots put me in Ireland, above my Aunt Anna’s name. One angel is for
Scotland, Britain and Wales, on my mother’s my Aunt Anna and one is for my mother.
side, and Germany on my father’s side. Most
of these places were settled by Celts in the past
CG: Tell us about your painting.
and so I always feel 100% Celtic.
TOMMIE: My Celtic heritage has always
– 14 –

put family first, for which I am very proud.
CG: With all the many books out there
Whenever I paint a Celtic painting, I always on the Celts, do you feel there is still more to
play Celtic music and think of how it must have tell?
been in ancient times for my family. I live and
TOMMIE: The history that has been
breathe my Irish heritage.
published has not always been just, when it
comes to the great Celtic people. They
were loyal family men and women, great
artisans, major ship builders, some of the
best navigators, along with so many other
creative and cultural things that other
groups claim to have created but were
actually begun by Celts.
CG: Why do you think so much of
Celtic history has remained hidden or
untold?
TOMMIE: Personally, I feel that since
the ancient Celts were pagan, an enormous
amount of their great history was omitted
from the history books by the various
religions, world wide. To make a long
story short, I’m counting on my book,
when I complete it, to help bring to the
world the true story of these great Celtic
people.

I have been painting now for 26 years. My
love for everything Celtic first started when I
began researching my mom’s O’Hara family
name. I was amazed at what I was finding and
I began wanting to know everything I could
possibly know about Celtic history.

CG: What else would you like our
readers to know about you?
TOMMIE: My Celtic art is my tribute
to my heritage, of which I am very proud!

CG: So that influenced your paintings?
TOMMIE: Yes, and my writing. Through my
non-stop research I began writing what I hope
will be an epic story of the Celtic people.
I am basing my story on fact, myth, legend
and history books, plus archaeological findings
and modern DNA research.
– 15 –

You can find more about

Tommie by searching his

name on Facebook. His site
is called

Angels Art

by Tommie K. Heege

by Carolyn Emerick
USA

It seems that folklore as a discipline is often
misunderstood and undervalued by many with
limited exposure to the field. The term folklore
elicits the notion of fairy tales and children’s
stories, of fairy godmothers and talking animals.
While this is certainly one component of the
bulk of folk tales, there is much, much more to
this field.
To fully understand the emergence of the field
of folklore, we must take a quick glance at the
preceding history. Europe had just gone through
the Age of Reason, Age of Enlightenment,
and the Scientific Revolution in the 17th and
18th centuries. This was a period when the
old superstitions and unscientific medical
notions of the Medieval and Renaissance eras
gave way to scientific explanations. We then
moved into the Industrial Revolution in the
late 18th and early 19th centuries. As the West
industrialized, large numbers of peasants from
the countryside relocated to seek work in the
cities. As technology was changing rapidly,
people began to feel nostalgic for the lives they
left behind. Where rural life had been looked

down upon as backwards and ignorant, it was
now romanticized as a more pure way of living,
unsullied by pollution and mechanization.
The Scientific Age’s rejection of folk
tradition, of course, occurred on the heels of
the Protestant Reformation, which puritanically
rooted out any old folk customs that retained
the smell of old paganism. Roman Catholicism,
of course, had also attempted to extinguish
paganism, but the Church maintained a level of
tolerance for local folk customs as long as they
were white-washed with a Christian veneer.
So we have a progression where old customs
were first altered, then persecuted, and then
tolerated, but with a condescending arrogant
view that they were the customs of the backward
peasantry. And, in actuality, some folk customs
were still persecuted into the Age of Science
when laws were passed outlawing folk healing
in favor of the new science-based medicine. In
some cases this was justified. Folk healers came
in all sorts, from the true and honest herbalist to
the charlatan who invented nonsense cures for
profit.
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By the 19th century, a realization occurred
to some notable people who would become
pioneers in the burgeoning field of folklore.
They realized that there was a vast amount of
knowledge carried by the rural folk that was
in danger of being lost as their young people
left the countryside. From legitimate herbal
medicines to superstitious cures, from legendary
tales to heart-wrenching ballads, there was a
great deal of information on the verge of being
lost forever. As most of these country folk were
illiterate, folklorists took it upon themselves
to travel about the countryside recording their
tales, songs, etc.

his brother Wilhelm are the famous “Brothers
Grimm,” who recorded the many fairy tales
from their native Germany. Jacob Grimm was
also an accomplished folklorist. Grimm was
a student of language and linguistics as well
as mythology. By traveling around Germanspeaking areas and recording legends he was
able to begin to piece together some of the lost
canon of German mythology. His most famous
work is called Teutonic Mythology, a multivolume epic masterpiece on German myth.
It was a British writer named William Thoms
(1803-1885) who is credited for coining the term
folklore. Thoms was a fan of Jacob Grimm and
thus had an interest in the field. But, there was
previously no one word to describe it, especially
as the field covers such a wide range of topics.
Thoms used the word folklore in a letter he wrote
in 1846 to a magazine called Athenaeum, a leading
literary magazine of the day. Soon thereafter,
the academic discipline was founded, as well as
folklore societies in Britain and the United States.
Between the years of 1870 and 1910, the field
of folklore essentially was born and proverbially
grew legs. Not only was the world’s first folklore
society formed, but folklorists combed rural
regions for the first time to make record of the
folklore and folk customs at the local level. It
was also during this period that the first folklore
journal was issued. There was enough interest
in the subject that the journals had no dearth of
article submissions. Editors began to locate and
re-publish earlier works that had been long out
of print, such as the Gaelic scholar Robert Kirk’s
The Secret Commonwealth of Elves, Fauns and
Fairies, written in the 17th century (incidentally,
this book is available for free online, and is still
very popular).
The growing interest in folklore brought about
There are so many pioneers in this field that an interest in Celtic culture. It is well known that
it is impossible to name them all here. Some relations between England and the rest of Celtic
of them you will already be familiar with, Britain have not always been pretty. Among
such as Jacob Grimm (1785-1863). Jacob and other injustices, the British authorities often
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sought to squash Celtic identity by suppressing
folk customs and forcing the English language
upon school children who could be punished for
speaking in their native Irish or Gaelic tongue in
the classroom. Because England industrialized
earlier than her Celtic neighbors, Ireland,
Wales, and especially the Highlands of Scotland
remained markedly more rural… which made
them rich resources for folk tradition.
One of the earliest volumes of Celtic folklore
was Fairy Legends and Traditions of the South
of Ireland, published anonymously in 1825.
Because the book was such a major success,
the publisher encouraged its author to return
to Ireland to collect more stories. And, thus
the anonymous author, whom we now know to
be Thomas Croften Croker (1798-1854), then
published not only a second but a third volume
as well. Croker’s volumes on Irish fairy lore
were the first ever intentional field surveys
of British folklore, on a par with Grimm’s
Household Tales.
Another notable name with whom you may
be familiar is Scotsman Andrew Lang. He is
most well-remembered for his many “Fairy
Books” published between 1889 and 1910. Each
one is named for a color: The Blue Fairy Book,
The Red Fairy Book, and so on. These books
were lavishly-illustrated, mainly by Henry J.
Ford, and you can read them online for free at
Project Gutenberg. Far from simply a children’s
author, Lang was a noted folklorist who not only
published in his own right, but was also asked
to contribute prefatory essays in the published
works of other experts in the field.
As mentioned, there are so many important
people that I can’t possibly cover them all. And,
as I would like to move forward to discuss the
field of folklore today, we shall fast-forward to
the 20th century.
If you read Celtic Guide often, you will
have noticed that I am quite a fan of folklore
and it is often the subject of my contributions

Illustration by H. J. Ford, for Andrew Lang’s
The Orange Fairy Book

to the magazine. As such, I am developing a
rather large personal library of books related
to European and especially British folklore. In
collecting these tomes, I have noticed that there
seems to have been a resurgence of interest in
folklore in the 1960s and 70s, which trickled
into the early 80s, where the trail comes to a
halt. Numerous books were published during
that 20(ish)-year period which are out of print
today.
While we all lament the death of local small
time bookstores, I must say that I give thanks
for the corporate giant Amazon.com, as they
make locating out of print books much easier!
A series of regional folklore books that I have
been collecting is called The Folklore of the
British Isles, published by B. T. Batsford Ltd.,
and credits Venetia J. Newall as the “general
editor.” Each volume, however, is named for
the region it covers and credited to an individual
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author. As I cannot find any information on this
series online, I can’t tell you how many volumes
there are total, only that I have six (as shown on
page 16). There is one additional volume I do
not yet own, for a total of seven that I know
of, published between 1973 and 1976. Among
the authors are two that I recognize from their
other work; Ernest W. Marwick and Jacqueline
Simpson. Marwick is the scholar of choice
for anyone interested in Orkney Studies, as
he literally wrote the definitive book on the
subject. And Simpson is a noted academic who
has published works on European mythology,
Viking history, and regional British folklore. I
cannot say enough good things about her book
European Mythology, which is actually more
about folklore than myth, and recommend it
whenever I get the chance.
Moving onward to even more recent history,
it seems that folklore has been experiencing a
slump in public awareness. This is simply my
own theory, but I believe that a socio-cultural
phenomenon similar to what occurred following
the Scientific Revolution has re-emerged in our
contemporary “Electronic Age” (or “Space
Age,” or whatever future generations will dub
our current epoch). Just as advancements in
medicine and technology caused our forebearers
to dismiss folk practices during their age, I think
that our even greater advancements in science
and technology, as well as a movement away
from traditional religion, has caused folklore
to be, at worst, outright rejected and, at best,
misunderstood by the public today.
For the past few decades we have been both
looking to the stars as well as looking under the
microscope. Science is taught to our youths early
on, and rightly so. Institutes of technology have
sprung up which emphasize science and math.
This is the wave of the future. Atheism may not
be the belief of the majority, but it is certainly
believed by many more than ever before. And,
among those who are religious, more and more

people choose to identify as being “spiritual but
not religious” in what appears to be a cultural
moving away from organized religion.

Irish Fairy Tales by James Stephens,
illustrated by Arthur Rackham, 1920

Don’t misunderstand, there is nothing wrong
with any of those things. But, I think that as our
culture has shifted forward yet again, folklore
has again been shunted to the side. How can
the pragmatic atheist show an interest in fairy
stories? How can the scientist entertain the
idea of spiritual entities living among us? Of
course, any folklorist will tell you that the
field of folklore is about much more than that.
It’s about regional festivals, cultural dancing,
traditional dress, music and art. But stories
about the mystical and magical have been a part
of our past for thousands of years, and they are
a legitimate part of our cultural heritage.
Today, I believe there is a resurgence of
interest in folklore. It seems that the regional
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surveys of local lore are not being written
as readily as they were even into the 1970s.
But many academics are specializing in very
specifically focused areas of folklore. Emma
Wilby, at the University of Exeter, England,
is the leading scholar on cunning folk (folk
healers and wise people) and their association
with fairy lore. Among her published books is
Cunning Folk and Familiar Spirits: Shamanistic
Visionary Traditions in Early Modern British
Witchcraft and Magic.
Other scholarly books of similar topics in
my library include Words, Stones, & Herbs: The
Healing Word in Medieval and Early Modern
England, by Louise M. Bishop; Popular
Religion in Late Saxon England: Elf Charms in
Context, by Karen Louise Jolly, Elves in AngloSaxon England, by Alaric Hall; Elves, Wights,
and Trolls, by Kvedulf Gundarsson; Popular
Magic: Cunning-folk in English History, by
Owen Davies, and The Tradition of Household
Spirits: Ancestral Lore and Practices, by Claude
Lecoutreux. There is a lot of fluff published for
“fairy lovers” and it can be difficult to wade
through it all for those who have an academic
interest in the subject. These authors are all
academically-trained experts in their fields and
have researched surviving recorded lore as well
as historical records and documents.
The internet has also opened doors for
folklorists (and non-professional folklore
enthusiasts) to connect with one another and
share their work with the wider world.
Dr. Jenny Butler
is a lecturer with
the
Department
of Folklore and
Ethnology at the
University College
Cork,
Ireland.
She specializes in
Irish folklore and
in contemporary

Irish neo-pagan subculture. Her dissertation
showcase was filmed and is available on
YouTube, along with a few interviews with her.
Many of her papers are also available to read
online at Academia.edu.
Freelance writer Alan
Cleaver and archival
assistant Lesley Park
maintain a website called
StrangeBritain.co.uk.
They travel around their
local region of Cumbria,
as well as elsewhere in
Britain, taking photos
and recording stories as
they go. Topics include fairy lore, holy wells,
ghosts, ancient sites, and so on. Their efforts
have culminated in the publishing of a handful
of books which are for sale on their website.
Alan Cleaver shares even more wonderful
photos on his Flickr profile, which can also be
found linked on the Strange Britain site.
Many people don’t start out to become
folklorists, but they catch the folklore bug and
just can’t help themselves! This is the case with
a few friends of mine who have also graced the
pages of Celtic Guide.
Gillian Smith is
a university-trained
archaeologist and
social
historian
with degrees in
both fields. She has
been an historical
researcher
and
occasional
presenter for a
BBC series on
Family History. Gillian is the chair of Corwen
Archaeology group and is very active in local
archaeology and history. In her spare time she
keeps herself busy with her own explorations
of the Welsh and English countryside,
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photographing abandoned cottages, holy wells,
and the like. Gillian runs several “pages” on
Facebook related to her interests. Among them
are “Welsh Fairies, Folklore, History, Myths
and Legends,” and “Archaeology Corwen.”
Gillian recently started a blog called “Through
the Portal Where the Veil is Thin.” Her photos
were recently featured in my Archivist’s Corner
column from last month about sacred wells and
wishing trees.
Two more friends who come to mind as
“accidental folklorists” are Polly Jones and
Shane Broderick, both of whose photos were
also featured in my previous article.
Polly Jones
hails
from
England
with
Irish heritage and
an educational
background in
the sciences. But
because of her
personal interest
in folklore, she
began writing
about English and Irish legends for Celtic
Guide, often accompanied by her own artwork.
This led to her being asked to draw illustrations
for a German myth and folklore writer who uses
the pen-name “GardenStone,” for an upcoming
book. She has also contributed to the website
Worcestershire Life, discussing local folk
customs of the region. She has her own website,
www.pollanna-Jones.co.uk, as well as a public
profile on Facebook for her writing.
Shane
Broderick
lives in Ireland, and his
excellent photography
has turned him into an
“accidental folklorist.”
What started as simply
a hobby has grown into
a passion and is well on

its way to becoming a professional career. Shane
is especially interested in old churches, ruins of
cathedrals and castles, and ancient sacred sites.
He has contributed articles to Celtic Guide about
his photographic expeditions in Britain. Shane
has also provided photographs to grace my
own articles, and his photograph of Stonehenge
was featured on the June 2014 issue of Celtic
Guide. And, he recently won a photography
competition in his home of Youghal, Ireland.
His public Facebook page is “Shane broderick
photography”.
So even as there may have been a temporary
slump in this field for a little while, it seems
that folklore as both an academic field and as
a hobby and personal interest is alive and well
with many people. What I really hope people
take away from this article is an understanding
of the importance of folk heritage to everyone
within their own respective culture, whatever
that culture is. Just as we strive to respect other
world cultures, our own Western culture must
be respected and preserved. We must pass a
love for history and folk traditions on to the next
generation, tell our children the fairytales our
grandparents told us, keep traditions alive, and
preserve historical heritage sites for the future.
If you find this kind of thing interesting, please
check out my website, www.carolynemerick.
com, where I am compiling a list of informative
websites on history, myth, and folklore. Also,
follow me on Facebook where I share book
recommendations, websites of other authors, as
well as my own articles. – Follow me at www.
facebook.com/carolynemerickwriter.
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Societies

by Jim McQuiston

Across Celtic countries (including the
U.S.) there are small groups of people who are
independently keeping Celtic heritage alive.
This tale is of three societies that I happen to
belong to, one in Scotland and two in America. I
think they show a cross-section of what hundreds,
if not thousands of other similar societies are
doing to protect our Celtic heritage.
The first is the Freens o’ Reid Harlaw. I was
lucky enough to be a founding member of this
organization back in 2011, as we commemorated
the 600th anniversary of the dramatic Battle of
Red Harlaw, which originally took place on July
24, 1411.
The significance of the battle is that it has
been said never was a bloodier battle fought on
Scottish soil, and barely a Scottish family did
not have someone involved in the fighting.

USA

The battle itself is covered in earlier
issues of the Celtic Guide. Even though the
significant 600th anniversary has passed, the
society continues to help maintain the Harlaw
monument and other nearby sites associated
with the battle, and they participate in parades
and re-enactments in Scotland, so that none
will forget. In the photos below, from May 20,
2014 (taken by Linda Thomson), we see David
and Leslie Leslie along with Albert Thomson
(wearing shorts) planting red clover in the area
around the Harlaw Monument. Red Clover is the
Freens’ “Floorie” and very apt for representing
Reid Harlaw.
More about this society can be found at
http://www.freensoreidharlaw.com/ or by writing
to Albert Thomson at
albertthomson@btinternet.com
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Another fun organization I belong to is Clan
Uisdean, USA, Inc, which is our family’s clan
society, formed in 2000.
As the Internet began becoming reasonably
common, around 1996, a handful of family
members, with a variety of close yet different
spellings of our name, began communicating
by email. Though we had similar stories of our
heritage, we had no definitive proof that we
were all the same family.
Regardless, we formed a non-profit in 2000
and began soliciting members. It didn’t take
long. There were many people, with a variety
of spellings of the McQuiston name, who came
together, and have continued to come together,
through the web and through an annual meeting/
reunion.
Clan MacLeod was very instrumental in
helping us write our by-laws and set up our
organization.
We have had some illustrious speakers
at our annual events, including Professor
Carlton Jackson, author of A Social History
of the Scotch-Irish. Regrettably, Prof. Jackson
passed away just a few months ago. He taught
at Western Kentucky University and was the
author of additional books as well.
Other speakers have included Ed and Star
Jones, premier Alaskan and Yukon historians,
who have completed many research projects for
both the State of Alaska and the Yukon Territory
of Canada. In fact, the contribution they have
made to Yukon history is beyond what most
people know or would even believe, having
spent 25 summers of their life on an island in the
Yukon River, off the shores of nearby Dawson
City.
Last year, we had as our main speaker,
President and CEO, Howard J. Kittell, of the
Andrew Jackson Hermitage home and museum.
We have information which leads us to believe
Jackson was part of our family. An extensive
report was presented to Mr. Kittell and he
entertained us with stories of Andy Jackson and
the efforts to preserve Hermitage heritage.

These are just a few of the many great
speakers who have donated their time to our
unique family organization, to help keep our
connection to Celtic heritage alive.

After wondering for so long about our
relationship to each other, we finally had around
two dozen men participate in a FamilyTreeDNA
research project, which proved that we are all
related, despite spellings and pronunciations
that vary so widely.
We spend a lot of time and money preserving
old family graveyards (two of which we saved
from the developer’s bulldozers), and we have
an extensive website of family gravesites,
photographs, stories, and old documents. We are
bound and determined to protect this family’s
Celtic heritage.
In the case of the first cemetery, located in
Tennessee, we received a message from the
family who had long-ago purchased our old
“family” plantation. They told of plans they’d
heard of to bulldoze over a cemetery where the
woman who was most connected to Andrew
Jackson had been buried, along with many
other family members associated with that
story. Now the bulldozers were in the field!
From all over the U.S., family members began
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contacting police stations, radio and TV stations,
the local newspaper and government officials.
Our barrage of concern produced immediate
results. The developers agreed to fence off the
cemetery. Later, a church moved in, nearby, and
they now help maintain the grounds. Usually,
once a year, we pay a local boy scout troop to do
a more thorough clean-up as a badge project.
In the second case, the cemetery was located
in the middle of some land the owner was about
to sell off to another developer. Legally, in most
cases, he could not sell the cemetery plot, where
we knew three 1735 immigrant brothers from
our family were buried. However, the cemetery
pre-dated North Carolina law, and so we had no
legal rights. We even got a family member, who
was a lawyer, to weigh in on the situation, but
there was nothing we could do.
I had already ordered a $2,200 stone and
brass marker for the graveyard, which was
sitting on the back of the stone-maker’s truck.
He wanted it moved.
Around 100 members were scheduled to
arrive in that town, over the next two days,
to celebrate our annual clan gathering, and
commemorating the cemetery was a big part of
our plans. Luckily, we had help from two local
history buffs, one of whom was a lawyer, but
neither of whom were family members.
After several visits by the non-lawyer
historian to this land-owner’s house, I told the
historian, over the phone, that this guy better
sign a release on that cemetery plot or he’d see
me and the whole “fam damily” in court. It was
a total bluff, backed by a lot of frustration over
the situation. But it worked!
The lawyer/historian got up at 6:00 a.m. and
wrote up legal papers. The second historian
delivered them about 8:00 a.m. and they were
signed by the land-owner. By noon, I arrived
in NC to find that other family members had
already contacted the stone-maker and helped
him install the stone. About 50 family members
assembled at the bottom of the hill leading to
the stone, and were then led up the hillside by

our clan piper. Our chaplain read, in old Scots
dialect, from family papers, and then held a
service.
When the local historians were finally able
to survey the cemetery, over 100 graves were
found, mostly sunken, and it was also found
that the cemetery was shared with the McNairy
family.
John McNairy was one of Andrew Jackson’s
lifelong friends, and we had paperwork from the
early 1800s signed by McNairy, which pertained
to our family heritage. This helped confirm our
Andrew Jackson connection.
It was an amazing and difficult thing to pull
off, but now both cemeteries are marked clearly,
some of their secret history has been revealed,
and they are being preserved, as they should
be.
The third association to which I belong is
the Irish Cultural Society of Erie County, PA.
This group represents a vast Irish population,
especially in Erie, PA. They hold monthly
meetings, support local Irish festivals, concerts,
genealogies and parades, and they send out a
cute newsletter with lots of genuine Irish tales
inside. They are also amassing quite a collection
of Celtic/Irish-based books, videos and CDs.
Their fearless leader is Tony Barry, who hails
directly from Dublin, Ireland, and brings with
him not only authenticity, but also some great
tales of the old country.
Many other members are involved in
bringing stories to life, in arranging meetings
where movies, musical acts, and storytelling of
the Irish variety can be found.
This group is currently working on fundraisers to create a monument to Erie’s large,
early Irish population. They can be reached at pgustafson@roadrunner.com
All three of these societies are 100% volunteer
and are not unlike so many others around the
world.
The drive to protect Celtic heritage may be
personal, but there are many societies which
help the cause, and add strength to the effort.
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By Christy Nicholas
USA

What could represent strength
more than a castle? Here are
some of my castle images,
inlcuding this one of Edinburgh
Castle. However, this article is
not about castles. Read on . . .
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Many people are drawn to the history and lore
of Ireland, England and Scotland. Why is that? The
easy answer is that the majority of Americans can
trace some ancestry from those lands. But there is
another reason, I believe, a reason that transcends
physical lineage. I believe that the stories and
tales that were told in these lands speak to us as a
people, using archetypes and situations that reach
us all on a primal level.
As an example, let us look at the Book of
Invasions in Irish lore. This is a collection of tales
recounting adventures of gods, heroes and villains,
filled with magic and battle. There are heroic
archetypes such as Lugh, the Shining Hero, the
God of Light. He can do anything, basically. He
is the Golden Boy. When he arrives at the court
of the Tuatha Dé Danann, he claims to be able to
be a blacksmith, a tailor, a bard, a shipwright, and
many other crafts. They tell him they already have
people who can do all these crafts. He counters
with, “Ah, but do you have anyone who can do all
of them?” Of course, they do not, so they admit
him. He becomes the king’s first advisor in short
order, and then goes to battle for them.
This story of a champion is an archetype that
flows through many cultures. Hercules is one
such example. Gilgamesh is another. These are
heroes – perhaps with some divine ancestry – that
can create things that mere mortals cannot. They
represent the inner self that we keep locked away
until that strength is needed.
You see this inner strength when a mother finds
the strength to lift a car to save her baby. When a
father is dying of cancer, working one extra day
to feed his children. When an emergency worker
is staying at her post through the hurricane, to
help others while putting herself in danger. This
is the part of ourselves that we keep dormant
and hidden, unaware that it even exists until it is
called upon. This is our inner hero, the heritage of
our own past.
The next time you find yourself with no
strength to go on, remember those ancient tales of
heroes past, and realize that they are within you,
they are a part of your heritage, your inner castle,
your soul.
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Eilean Donan Castle, Scottish Highlands

Dunvegan Castle, Isle of Skye

Dunrobin Castle, Orkney

by Jim McQuiston
USA

and a failure to respect heritage

I have stood at this sacred stone,
mounted at the Hill of Tara, and looked
around at what is purported to be half
the counties of ALL of Ireland. Now
we find that, at the end of May, some
foolish, disrespectful person has chosen
to defile not only the stone, but the
5,000 years of heritage it represents.
The Lia Fail stone was vandalized
by someone who poured paint over it,
on or around May 29, 2014. This is the
second act of vandalism the stone has
endured in modern times.
“The national monuments at Tara,
which include this standing stone,
form part of our national heritage
and history,” said Jimmy Deenihan,
Minister for Arts, Heritage and the
Gaeltacht.
He added, “This act of mindless
vandalism, on one of our premier
archaeological
sites,
is
truly
shameful.”
The incident is being investigated
by the Gardaí – the Irish police force.
For those who don’t know, the Irish
police force is officially known as An
Garda Síochána, meaning “the Guardian of
the Peace,” but are more commonly referred to
as the Gardaí (plural as in “Guardians”). The
service is headed by the Garda Commissioner
who is appointed by the Irish government. Its
headquarters are in the Phoenix Park in Dublin.
They are asking for any information, of course,
that could lead to the discovery of the vandals.
The stone didn’t always sit in its current
location.

A CG drawing of the damage done to the Lia
Fail, one of Ireland’s premier heritage artifacts.

The Lia Fail originally stood near the Mound
of the Hostages, but was moved to its present
position in 1798 to mark the graves of 400 rebels
who were buried on the hill after a battle.
So many valuable archives and artifacts have
been lost through the centuries that it makes the
work of those dedicated to preserving Celtic
heritage just that much more important.
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50s and determined to produce an heir. Together,
Georgie and William delved into the occult and
began experimenting with automatic writing,
claiming to be in contact with numerous spirits
and guides. Yeats found this to be exceptionally
inspirational and said in letters that it had a
profoundly positive impact on his writing.

by Carolyn Emerick
USA

July 2014

William Butler Yeats

Since Celtic Guide’s July issue is themed
“Heritage,” I have chosen a Celtic poet who
really embodies the essence of that word,
William Butler Yeats. Hailing from Ireland,
Yeats truly embraced his native culture with
pride and a strong sense of patriotism.
William Butler Yeats was born in Dublin in
1865 to an Anglo-Irish family. It has been noted
that the Anglo-Irish in Ireland at the time were
separated from the majority of the Irish due to
their English background and Protestant religion.
As such, many of the people within this group
identified as English people who were born in
Ireland. Yeats, however, remained staunchly
resolute throughout his life that he was an Irish
national by birth, and proud to be one.
As a lawyer, Yeats’ father was able to provide
his son with a proper education, and he studied
in both Dublin and London. While he reveled
in the arts and theatre society in London,
young William never forgot his Irish roots. In
fact, he was active in Irish literary societies
which aimed to bring attention to Ireland’s
great literary tradition. Yeats also befriended
the famous Lady Gregory, who was one of the
earliest folklorists, collecting and publishing
Irish folk tales. Together they founded the Irish
Theatre (the name was later changed to Abbey
Theatre).
In 1917, Yeats married the much younger
Georgie Hyde-Lees. It seems to have been a
rushed marriage, and one that Yeats had long
standing reservations about. Yet, he was in his

William Butler Yeats
as drawn by John Singer Sargent, 1908
Largely considered to be one of the greatest
poets of his age, Yeats was rewarded for his
efforts with a Nobel Prize for Literature.
Ironically, the prize was awarded for his plays,
and he would continue on to write his most
admired poetry in the years after becoming a
Nobel Laureate.
In his later years, Yeats achieved yet more
status when he was appointed to two terms in the
Irish Senate. Due to his strong way with words,
Yeats delivered many speeches that gave voice
to Irish Protestants, particularly on the issue of
the legality of divorce. The Catholic Church’s
refusal to engage in an honest debate and dig in
their heels with the position that divorce should
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Below are four poems by William Butler
Yeats, selected for their cultural representation
of Ireland, the land he loved so much.
THE FIDDLER OF DOONEY
When I play on my fiddle in Dooney,
Folk dance like a wave of the sea;
My cousin is priest in Kilvarnet,
My brother in Moharabuiee.
I passed my brother and cousin:
They read in their books of prayer;
I read in my book of songs
I bought at the Sligo fair.
When we come at the end of time,
To Peter sitting in state,
He will smile on the three old spirits,
But call me first through the gate;
William Butler Yeats, in 1933

remain difficult to obtain, and that divorced
parties are banned from remarriage, incensed
Yeats. This was a turning point for him, and he
decided to begin addressing religion head on.
William Butler Yeats died in 1939 in a small
hotel room in the South of France after dealing
with multiple illnesses for many years. He
was surrounded by not only his wife, but also
a mistress and yet another woman with whom
he had a romantic history. These women were
his muses who energized his creativity, and
they kept constant vigils by his bedside. Before
his death, he left instructions to be buried
nearby without fuss, but that his body should
be exhumed quietly when the newspapers had
forgotten him, to be placed to rest in County
Sligo.
The New York Times included an excerpt
from Yeats’s “The Shadowy Waters,” written in
1900, in his obituary:
Could we but give us wholly to the dreams,
And get into their world that to the sense
Is shadow, and not linger wretchedly
Among substantial things.
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For the good are always the merry,
Save by an evil chance,
And the merry love the fiddle
And the merry love to dance:
And when the folk there spy me,
They will all come up to me,
With ‘Here is the fiddler of Dooney!’
And dance like a wave of the sea.
IN THE SEVEN WOODS
I have heard the pigeons of the Seven Woods
Make their faint thunder, and the garden bees
Hum in the lime tree flowers; and put away
The unavailing outcries
and the old bitterness
That empty the heart. I have forgot awhile
Tara uprooted, and new commonness
Upon the throne and crying about the streets
And hanging its paper flowers from post to post,
Because it is alone of all things happy.
I am contented for I know that Quiet
Wanders laughing and eating her wild heart
Among pigeons and bees,

While that Great Archer,
Who but awaits His hour to shoot, still hangs
A cloudy quiver over Parc-na-Lee.
W.B. Yeats – August, 1902
THE SONG OF RED HANRAHAN
The old brown thorn trees
break in two high over Cummen Strand
Under a bitter black wind
that blows from the left hand,
Our courage breaks like an old tree
in a black wind and dies;
But we have hidden in our hearts
the flame out of the eyes
Of Cathleen the daughter of Houlihan.
The wind has bundled up the clouds

high over Knocknarea
And thrown the thunder on the stones
for all that Maeve can say.
Angers that are like noisy clouds
have set our hearts abeat;
But we have all bent low and low
and kissed the quiet feet
Of Cathleen the daughter of Houlihan.
The yellow pool has overflowed
high up on Clooth-na-Bare,
For the wet winds are blowing
out of the clinging air;
Like heavy flooded waters
our bodies and our blood;
But purer than a tall candle
before the Holy Rood
Is Cathleen the daughter of Houlihan.

Countryside view of County Sligo. Photo by Brian Herrity on Wikimedia Commons
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THE SONG OF WANDERING AENGUS

I went out to the hazel wood,
Because a fire was in my head,
And cut and peeled a hazel wand,
And hooked a berry to a thread;
And when white moths were on the wing,
And moth-like stars were flickering out,
I dropped the berry in a stream
And caught a little silver trout.

It had become a glimmering girl
With apple blossom in her hair
Who called me by my name and ran
And faded through the brightening air.
Though I am old with wandering
Through hollow lands and hilly lands,
I will find out where she has gone,
And kiss her lips and take her hands;
And walk among long dappled grass,
And pluck till time and times are done
The silver apples of the moon,
The golden apples of the sun.

When I had laid it on the floor
I went to blow the fire aflame,
But something rustled on the floor,
And someone called me by my name:
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Cumaibh Suas a Ghaidhlig!
Keep up the Gaelic!

Gaelic was brought to Canada around the
18th century. The Gaelic speakers were mostly
immigrants from the Scottish Highland Clearances
who settled in the Atlantic Provinces of Canada.
These consist of Nova Scotia, Prince Edward
Island, Cape Breton and New Brunswick.

by Alison Macrae
Canada

when John was 10 years old. He would have
grown up speaking Gaelic and English, as both
parents were from the Highlands of Scotland. He
was the first prime minister of Canada, and his
native tongue was Scottish Gaelic. Most of the
“fathers of confederation” also spoke Gaelic.
A bill introduced into Parliament, in 1890,
to make Gaelic the official third language
of Canada, was unsuccessful. Still, it shows
that there was a prominence of Gaelic in 19th
century Canada.
In 1881, Canadians of Scottish and Irish
background outnumbered the English and the
French.
Around 1880, Am Bard MacDhiarmid,
from the North Shore, wrote “An Té a Chaill
a Ghàidhlig” (The woman who lost her Gaelic)
– a humorous song recounting the growing
phenomenon of Gaels shunning their mother
tongue.

Benacadie Glen – bilingual sign at Cape Breton.
Photo by Man Vyi(talk), Wikipedia.

A lot of these settlers became traders and it
was very common for them to intermarry with
the native people; this created a sizeable Metis
population fluent in Scottish Gaelic and Bungee
(a language influenced by Gaelic and Cree
among other languages).
Irish immigrants brought Irish Gaelic.
Although different from Scottish Gaelic,
speakers of both tongues can communicate
and understand one another. A large part of the
population that spoke Irish Gaelic changed to
Scottish Gaelic, although Irish settlements in
Newfoundland still speak Irish Gaelic.
Sir John A. MacDonald was born in Glasgow,
January 11, 1815. His mother, Helen Shaw, was
born in the Highland town of Dalnavert, and his
father, Hugh MacDonald, was born in Pittentrail
Rogart Parish, Sutherland. They came to Canada
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Chuir mi fàilte oirr’ gu càirdeil:
“Dé mar a tha thu, seann leannan?”
Gun do shìn mi mo làmh dhi,
‘s thug mi dha dhe na crathadh.
I welcomed her with affection:
“How are you old sweetheart?”
I held out my hand,
But she ignored it.
Fhreagair ise gu nàimhdeil:
“You’re a Scotchman I reckon.
I don’t know your Gaelic,
Perhaps you are from Cape Breton.”
She answered haughtily:
“You’re a Scotchman I reckon.
I don’t know your Gaelic,
Perhaps you are from Cape Breton.”

named after the Scottish glen where
the MacDonnell family was based.
The Glengarry Highland Games are
an example of the historic heritage
culture that is still continued.
The games were first celebrated
in 1948 and have since been held
annually during the first week of
August. These are one of the largest
of their kind outside of Scotland. The
last naturally-fluent Gaelic speaker
was a descendant from the original
settlers of Glengarry County, and
passed away in 2001. Today those
wanting to learn Gaelic form classes
throughout Glengarry.
This bilingual sign from Glasgow, Scotland, reads “Welcome To
Highland games are also held in
Queen Street” or, in Gaelic, “Failte Gu Sraid Na Banrighinn.”
nearly every major city in Canada.
Photo by Angr, Wikipedia
The swirling of the kilts and the sound of the
During WWII, the Canadian government bagpipes, the Celtic music, the throwing of the
prevented the use of Gaelic on public caber and all those other wonderful things that
telecommunication systems. They believed we associate with the games, makes one’s heart
Gaelic was affiliated with Ireland, a neutral soar with pride. What a wonderful tradition that
country perceived to be tolerant of the Nazis. is still being carried on!
In Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton,
Highland dancing has been going on for
where Gaelic was the strongest, it was decades, along with speaking Scottish Gaelic
actively discouraged in schools with corporal and Irish Gaelic. It is estimated that more
punishment. Children were actually beaten with than 120 million people across the world are
the hanging stick if caught speaking Gaelic.
descendants from the clans of Scotland.
It is also interesting to note that a lot of the
Today a Gaelic economic impact study
cities and towns in Canada have been given completed by the Nova Scotia Government, in
Scottish names by Scots settlers – for instance 2002, estimates that Gaelic heritage generated
Stornoway is in Quebec, Banff and Calgary over $23.5 million annually, with nearly
are in Alberta, New Glasgow, Antigonish and 380,000 people attending approximately 2,070
Halifax are in Nova Scotia, Broad Cove and events. Increased ties were called for between
Inverness are in Cape Breton Island, Lewes is Nova Scotia and Scotland.
in Prince Edward Island, and Glengarry County
Nova Scotia has created the Oifis Iomairtean
is in Ontario. These are just a few examples.
na Gaidhlig (Office of Gaelic Affairs). The
In Cape Breton Island, accents can be divided mission of the Oifis is designed to collaborate
up into three categories. –Western or Scottish with Nova Scotians in the renewal of Gaelic
Gaelic, the so-called “industrial” accent, and language and culture within the province. They
the French Acadian.
were able to recruit a fluent Gaelic speaker from
Glengarry, in Ontario, was founded in 1784 by the Scottish Gaidhealached to live and work in
Scottish loyalists. The settlement was also setup Cape Breton and assist with ongoing languageas a destination for Scottish emigrants due to learning activities. In 1939, St.Francis Xavier
the recent Highland clearances. The county was University, in Antigonish, Nova Scotia, created a
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Celtic Studies department with Gaelic-speaking
How times have changed now that Gaelic is
faculty members. This the only such university gaining popularity. It’s hard to imagine that it
outside of Scotland to offer four full years of was once very much scorned at. People were
Scottish Gaelic instruction.
terrified to speak it because they were ridiculed
In New Brunswick, they have the Atlantic and punished in the schools for using the
Gaelic Academy (AGA), a Gaelic language language that was their mother tongue.
school dedicated to teaching its students to read,
In the Highlands of Scotland, it is spoken
write and speak Gaelic. This is also a four year more than in the rest of Scotland. About 60% of
program.
the islanders of the Isle of Lewis speak Gaelic
Nova Scotia and Cape Breton Island also and sign posts are written in both English
have Gaelic and English bilingual signs posted and Gaelic. Most of the Gaelic population is
in the provinces.
bilingual.
The Cowal Highland Gathering, known as the
Since 2005, Gaelic has been an official
Cowal Games, and held in Dunoon, Scotland, language in Scotland. The Gaelic Language
every August, is the largest Highland games in (Scotland) Act 2005 gave official recognition
the world, attracting around 3,500 competitors to the language and established an official
and somewhere in the region of 23,000 spectators language development body.
from around the globe.
It is worth a mention that it
is exceeded by spectators at two
gatherings, both in the United States
of America. One is the Grandfather
Mountain Games, held in North
Carolina, estimated at 30,000, and
the other, the Caledonian Club of
San Francisco’s Scottish Highland
Gathering and Games, held in
Pleasanton, California, which have
taken place every year since 1865.
This year they are hosting the 149th
Annual Games.
The New Hampshire Highland
Games and Festival, the most diverse
Scottish cultural festival in the
northeast part of the USA, is holding
its 39th annual event, which is taking
place for three days in September.
In Canada, Highland games are
held in the following places: Calgary
and Canmore, Alberta; Maxville,
Almonte and Fergus, all in Ontario;
Antigonish, Nova Scotia; Fredericton,
New Brunswick; and Montreal,
Quebec. The Antigonish games are
said to be the oldest Highland games
Canmore Games “opening” photo by Drhaggis, Wikipedia
outside of Scotland.
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by Cass and Deborah Wright
Bellows Falls, VT, USA

Munro

For a hobby historian like myself (and many
of my fellow readers), what exactly do we
mean when we use the designation of “Celtic?”
Well, time-honored usage dictates that we are
referencing the ancient, indigenous peoples of
Ireland, Scotland, Wales, and Cornwall, and
the settled populace residing in the Brittany
region of Northern France, and on the Isle of
Man, since the early Medieval Age. It is also
the recognized collective term for the spoken
tongues within a specific language group,
including Gaeilge (Irish), Gàidhlig (Scottish
Gaelic, and sometimes Hebridean), Cymraeg
(Welsh), Kernowek (Cornish), Gaelg (Manx),
and Brezhoneg (Breton, or Bretagne). The same
list would also include the dead Celtic languages
of Pictish and Gaulish.
Were all the people of Scotland
Celtic, between, say, 700 & 1700
A.D.? Certainly not! From the arrival
of Columba, until the pivotal Battle of
Largs, folks of Norse descent could
be found throughout the Highlands
and Islands; Strathclydians and
Northumbrians of mixed Saxon
lineage regularly populated different
areas along the Border Marches, and
Norman knights and their households
pushed deep into the heart of the realm,
migrating northward from William the
Bastard’s conquest of England.
Perhaps most peculiarly, a handful
of clans trace their bloodlines from
Hungarian merchants and captains,
brought to the eastern seaports by trade
contracts. Many are the houses, clans
and families, though, that do indeed

trace their descent from strong, deep Celtic
roots, and draw immense pride from it, doing
their best in modern times to keep alive all the
myriad traditions and oral histories, customs
and iron-age lore, and Medieval pageantry.
So it begs the question, because we ever wax
so rivalrous, which clans could make claims to
being the most Celtic? We laugh, shove, deride,
chivvy and horse about, and yell our taunts, and
challenge and dare, as we have since the naked
charioteers of the B.C. warlord Caswallon
repelled the first Caesarian invasion, dyeing
the tides off Dover red with Roman blood . . .
but truly, which among the modern Scots have
the best claims? Well, among the front-runners,
you would have to rank the burly Munroes, who
allegedly began their long boasts of tradition
by joining their neighbors, the Graemes, in
harassing the Romans all along the Hadrian and
Antonine walls.
Unlike other Pictish tribals of that era and
region, however, the Munroes’ bellicosity and
derring-do eventually put them too often on the
wrong side of too many Legionary campaigns,
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Munro Tartan and Shield

as clan tradition agrees with conventional
historians that the tribe of Munro was driven
entirely out of Caledonia by the Romans in the
middle of the 4th century; settling in County
Derry in Ireland, they took the name from a
mount on the River Roe, and on returning to
Scotland in the reign of Malcolm II to help in
expelling the Danes, they retained that name.
According to tradition, the lands on which
they settled received the name of Foulis, and
the Munroes themselves were frequently
known among the Highlanders as Clan Roich,
and interestingly, must have returned, over
generations, through the northern coastal lands
of Ulster, for they arrived through Argyll, and
were known as a tribe of the Siol Cuinn, and seen
as heirs of the Red Hand, like the MacNeills,
the Uisdeans, and the MacMillans. Pictish, to
Irish, to Hebridean, to Highland Scottish . . . . if
Celticism had a bull’s eye, that just might be it.

Early on, the Munroes secured their
possessions by accepting charters, not from
the Earls of Sutherland, but from their closer
neighbors, the Earls of Ross. But the friendship
with the Earl of Ross involved the Munroes in
serious trouble. In 1282, the families of Iver
(later a small clan in vassalage to the Campbells),
Talvigh and Laiwe had rebelled against the Earl,
who seized their leader and imprisoned him; the
rebels, to safeguard their chief, kidnapped the
Earl’s second son, and held him as a hostage.
The Munroes gathered their forces and pursued
the Highlanders, overtaking them at Beallach na
Croig, a place wedged in between Ferrindonnel
and Loch Broom. There ensued a cruel fight in
which over a hundred of the name of Dingwall
were killed, taking many of the Munroes with
them to glory, including eleven of the House of
Foulis, who were to succeed one another, so that
succession fell to a child still in infancy.

This map shows Dingwall castle and town. This was the seat of the Earl of Ross for many years. In a battle
described above, 100 men by the surname of Dingwall were defeated by the Munro clan at a place called
Beallach na Croig. Also shown on this map, just above Dingwall, is Foulis Castle, home to many Munroes.
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Robert, that infant, grew stoutly into his
chiefdom, and went on to fight for the Bruce at
Bannockburn. His only son, George, was slain
in the battle, but left an heir, another George,
who fell at Halidon Hill in 1333.
In 1341, John Munro, acknowledged by all
as the Guardian of Foulis, was treated in an
inhospitable manner as he was traveling through
the countryside of Strathardie, to such an extent
that he promptly summoned over 300 of his
followers and returned to raid the region with
fire and steel. On his way back home, however,
he was braced by a Mackintosh chieftain, with
his own retainers, who imposed his supposed
authority as a Captain of the Chattan Alliance
to demand a share of the Munro spoils. The
tribute offered to him by John displeased the
Mackintosh, but the Guardian would yield
no further, and called his men to resume their
journey. There was little surprise indeed when
they found themselves pursued by Mackintosh
forces; the “cruell conflickt” followed, at a
crossroads known as Claghe ne Hayre, whereat
many were slain on both sides, including the
rash Chattan captain. John himself was left for
dead upon the battle site, though fortunately he
was found and carried home by his friend, the
Fraser Lord Lovat. Nursed back to health by the
Lord’s household, he eventually returned home
to Foulis, though he was known for the rest of
his life as “John Bacclawigh, for the mutilation
of his right hand which he had suffered during
his near-demise.
One of these charters, around 1350,
expressly states that the lands of Easter Fowlis
had belonged to the Munroes in free possession
from the time of Donald O’Ceann. The annual
rent or reddendo, mentioned for the lands of
Pitlundie was a pair of white gloves, or three
pennies, if required.
Robert Munro of Foulis, the 8th Laird, who
was in tutelage at the time of the conflict at
Claghe ne Hayre, and was slain in a skirmish
in 1369, married a niece of Euphemia, daughter
of the Earl of Ross and second wife of King

Robert II. By this marriage, the Munro chiefs
became related not only to the royal house of
Stewart, but also to Donald, Lord of the Isles,
who married the sister of the last Earl of Ross,
claiming the earldom for himself. When the
Island Lord set out to make good his claim at
the battle of Harlaw in 1411, he was joined by
Hugh Munro, the next Laird of Foulis, his wife’s
cousin.
As the clan was now regarded as one of the
chief in the north, Robert More Munro, the
15th Chief, freely chose to advocate Queen
Mary against the Gordon Earl of Huntly, whose
henchman refused the Queen admission to her
castle at Inverness in 1562. Of that event it
was written: “When they heard of the Queen’s
danger a great host of the Scottish notables,
of their own accord, attached themselves to
her, foremost among them being the Frasers
and Munroes, among the most valiant of these
tribes.”
In view, probably, of the help afforded to the
Queen’s cause and his own on that occasion,
the Regent Moray in 1569 entrusted the castle
of the canonry of Ross to Andrew Munro of
Milntown, and he defended the stronghold for
three years, at the cost of many lives, against
the attacks of the MacKenzies, with whom the
Munroes were then at feud.
Despite their centuries of staunchly loyal
Catholicism, Robert Munro, the 18th Chief,
remembered in Highland tradition as “the Black
Baron,” proceeded in 1626 to join the Protestant
forces of Gustavus Adolphus. He and six other
officers of his name went over with the Scottish
corps raised by Sir Donald MacKay, and three
years later he raised a regiment of 700 men on
his own lands.
Sir John Munro, the 4th Baronet, was an even
more strenuous supporter of Presbyterianism,
and, being of massive frame, was known as
“the Presbyterian mortar-piece.” His son, Sir
Robert, though blind, was made High Sheriff of
Ross by George I in 1725. During the risings of
1715 and 1719, his clan did much to check the
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activities of the MacKenzies and other Jacobite
clans. This chief further influenced the future
policy of the clan by marrying Jean, daughter of
John Forbes of Culloden. It would appear, based
on these facts, that the clan’s conversion to the
Kirk was so absolute, that it colored their entire
regard for the Stuart monarchs and their dynasty,
thoroughly enough that, unlike their neighbors
and feudel rivals, the MacKenzies, none of the
recurrent Jacobite rebellions served to divide
any of the family’s members over loyalty, law
or patriotism, and as with one mind, they stood
solidly true to government forces in 1689, 1715,
1719 and 1745.
And what better legacy from then to now,
than to have inspired an actual common noun
still in frequent use? Devoted mountaineers
and climbers from around the world have for
generations traveled to Scotland to go “munrobagging”, as a “munro” is any Scottish peak
over 3,000 feet high, a word coined to honor
Sir Hugh Munro, 4th Baronet, an accomplished
mountain climber of the Edwardian era who had
published extremely popular guides for others
who wished to emulate his conquests.
But challenges appear to be simply second

nature to these hearty Scots; after centuries of
attacks, abandonment and neglect, and many
failed attempts at resurrection, their mighty
Foulis Castle has risen like a phoenix from its
ruins, under the guiding hand of Captain Patrick
Munro, from the beginning of its recovery in
1955. Today, Patrick’s son, the current chief,
can look upon Foulis Castle, his ancestral keep
returned to all its former magnificence.
“Dread God” warns the Munro clan crest, and
indeed, it seems little else intimidates them!

This material is just a sampling of one of
the 60 Clan names and legends appearing
in the Spring 2014 upcoming book; -

by Cass and Deborah Wright

Follow future issues of Celtic Guide
for further information about 2014
publication. . . . and thank you for
joining us at the hearth ! - DW
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The Rainbow
Connection

The U.S. and Canada have shared not only
much of the same Celtic heritage, but also many
cultural similarities and trade opportunities. One
Scotch-Irish family played a considerable role in
promoting this shared heritage.
William McQuesten was born in Scotland in
1684. He immigrated first to Northern Ireland
and then to New Hampshire, some time around
1728. William had a great-granddaughter who
married Stephen Sawyer. Hold that thought.
William also had a great-grandson named
Calvin, who became a school teacher, then a
doctor, and then an owner of an ironworks in
Hamilton, Ontario. Dr. Calvin’s “McQuesten &
Co.” was literally a one-horse power operation,
with an actual horse turning a wheel in the
basement of the foundry, operating a bellows for
the foundry, located upstairs.
As the business increased, the company
expanded and, in 1853, Dr. Calvin sold a portion
of his interest in the firm to his two nephews,
Luther & Payson Sawyer, and a cousin William
McQuesten. Another nephew, Samuel Sawyer,
was an engineer with the firm. In 1857, Dr.
Calvin McQuesten retired, putting the three
Sawyer brothers in charge as active partners.
They operated the company under the name of

by Jim McQuiston
USA

Sawyer & Co. In 1889, Massey-Harris Co. Ltd.,
became a part of the company, and by the turn
of the 19th century, the firm became known as
the Sawyer-Massey Co. Additional mergers took
place until the modern firm of Massey-Ferguson
was established in 1953. It has become one of the
biggest names in farm equipment throughout the
entire world.
It wasn’t easy for Dr. Calvin and his family
to exist in Canada, as in spite of their shared
heritage, there was a lot of animosity that built
up, from time to time, between Canada and the
United States, especially during the rebellions of
the 1830s. American families sometimes found
their homes burned to the ground. Some were
even killed along the way.
Dr. Calvin’s son, Isaac, married Mary Baker,
daughter of a British Naval officer. Though
not intentional, this offered a bit of protection
for the family. Calvin had built a beautiful
home in Hamilton, ON, which became named
“Whitehern”, and which Isaac inherited. Today, it
exists as a museum honoring the contributions of
the McQuesten family to Canada and the U.S.
Dr. Calvin’s grandson, Tom McQuesten,
began a long career as a Canadian politician, and
builder of infrastructure throughout Ontario. His
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accomplishments could fill a museum and several
And he did!
books, which, in fact, they do. But we’ll limit this
In 1941, his Rainbow Bridge was named the
story to one particular accomplishment.
most beautiful bridge in the United States by
the American
Institute of Steel
Construction.
No less than
King George
VI of England,
and the “Queen
Mother,”
(Elizabeth,
mother of the
current Queen
Elizabeth) came
to the dedication
and were hosted
King George VI, of England
by McQuesten.
Tom purchased two intricately-carved wooden
chairs for the royal couple to sit on. These chairs
are on display at the Whitehern museum. The
king and queen laid the cornerstone for this bridge
between the two great North American lands.
Remembering back to the threats his U.S.
Tom McQuesten
family had faced in Canada, Tom claimed the
Tom had been instrumental in building the bridge as a symbol of eternal friendship between
QEW Highway, the Niagara Falls Parks system, the two countries - “an added bond between the
and many other bridges, roads, buildings and two great and friendly nations, a means of easier
gardens. His mother instilled in him the idea that, access, instead of a fortified barricade, a utility of
although they were staunch Presbyterians, there convenience rather than a monument to hate. . .”
was nothing wrong with enjoying the aesthetic
Later, after a few drinks of something perhaps
side of life. She held to the theory that the more a wee bit harder than grape juice, Tom said, “The
beautiful the surroundings, the more refined border between the two countries is now just a
and moral the people would be. Tom fulfilled matter of brass buttons. It is a ridiculous thing –
many of her dreams by beautifying several sites this border – and it is becoming more obnoxious
throughout Ontario.
to us every day. The bridge is a highway and, in
On January 27, 1938, the Falls View Bridge, the time to come, it will help to make the border
spanning the Niagara River at Niagara Falls, cease to exist between us.”
collapsed. It had been hit by an ice jam a few
Tom McQuesten’s dream of no border has
days earlier and Tom McQuesten was one of yet to come true, however, millions of U.S. and
thousands of onlookers who kept watch, over Canadian citizens have traveled freely across the
the next couple of days, for it to tumble. He was Rainbow Bridge, and these two countries have
there as it happened, and remarked, “We will maintained perhaps the most peaceful border
build a beautiful stone bridge with a carillon and in modern history, with a vast amount of trade
tower - the finest in the world.”
crossing back and forth each and every day.
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So, what’s next?

The Celtic Guide is all about our Celtic heritage as presented in such a wide variety of ways
by our July authors. Next month (August), the theme is “By Land, By Sea.” Though this happens
to be the motto of the MacDonalds of Sleat, the stories will consist of many varied twists of the
phrase about people, places and things having to do with both land and sea, and not necessarily
with Clan Donald. For September, our theme will be “The Harvest.” This will be stories of any
kind of harvest, not just food crops, and I’m sure we won’t be disappointed. For October, we will
return with our ever-popular “Halloween” issue!
As the months move forward, we are looking at opportunities to expand our offerings of as
many things as we can to as many people as we can. We already offer this free digital magazine,
free and exclusive Celtic music on the website, and print copies through Amazon at cost. We have
little or no control of the cost of the print copies, as this is done at cost as a benefit to our readers.
One thing we know, they often run sales, so the thrifty may wish to wait for an issue to be on sale
- sometimes at half price. However, if you want to keep your library of Celtic Guides current, the
price is still not that expensive.
We have built a wonderful archive of Celtic and even some Viking heritage and cultural
information, and folks from all over the world have freely participated to make this happen. We
are so proud to see nations like Scotland, Ireland, Wales, England, Cornwall, Portugal, Germany,
Poland, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and the United States all represented from time to time
in our issues. We are truly worldwide and have had some highly-placed, very well-educated people
participating. This is because they love Celtic heritage so much and want to share the special things
they’ve discovered about it. We are the lucky ones!
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